
600mm Span
Weight from 200g ready to fly

Suggested Set up:

2 x 7.5g - 9g High resolution Servos
4.8v AAA Square pack
Small 4-6 channel Receiver

This is a high performance model
Although small and easy to build it is not aimed at inexperienced
pilots. Due to the small size, speed and agility we recommend you
treat the model with the same respect as larger aircraft.

Due to the interlocking construction we recommend either thin
CAAdhesive or Deluxe materials Superphatic for all the spar to
rib joints, Medium / Thick CA or PVA can be used on all other joints

G-Blink



The Blink kit is designed with an interlocking egg box construction.
This construction ensures a rigid and accurate airframe that can be built quickly
on any flat surface. the construction does not need to be pinned down during the
building process.

Step 1: Identify the 2 main spars with the additional Building jigs built onto the
bottoms. Do not remove these building jigs at this stage.
Slide all 12 ribs onto the 2 jigged spars. Do not glue any of the ribs at this stage,
with the exception of the left and right tips ribs.

Step 2: Take your time and slide in the remaining 4 spars from above. Once your
happy with the alignment of the ribs and spars run thin CA or Superphatic into all
the joints. Alignment is considered correct if all the leading edge holes and slots
are level with each other. You can use the dowel leading edge to help confirm
accuracy here. The birch ply motor mount is slid into the frontmost slot.
The additional oval shaped hole can be orientated to the left or right, this is not
critical. The hole is for the 3 motor leads to pass through, and the esc can be
mounted either side, we chose to mount the esc on the left.

Use the Glider Bulkhead if you
are building the G Blink



Step 3: The dowel leading edge should slide easily without crushing into the slots in the
ribs and spars. We have found the diameter of the dowel can vary slightly so in some
circumstances you may need to slightly enlarge the slots, this can be done with a round
file, 6mm Diameter grinding wheel or 120 grit sandpaper rolled into a tube. Ensure
the leading edge is nice and straight before running CA into the Joints. You can backfill
any gaps in the joints with PVA or thick CA if you wish. Check fit of the poplar ply fin
support and fit using CA. you can also fit the RX and ESC mounting plates with CA at this
point.

Step 3A
Refer to the G-blink additional manual

Step 4: The trailing edge of the wing is 3mm sheet that follows the natural curvature of the
top of the ribs. The difference in material thickness when viewed from below is normal
The model is designed this way so that no shaping of the trailing edge section is needed.
After trial fitting we suggest thick CA or PVA is applied to the top of all the ribs first. Do not
glue the TE sheet to the centre 2 ribs yet, wait till you have fitted the centre sheeting. The
TE sheet and centre sheet should fit flush with each other.

The material around the outside of the 1.5mm ply battery hatch forms part of the centre
wing sheet. Carefully release the hatch with a craft knife, but not be tempted to snap the
hatch away from the frame. Thin CA does not bond well to birch plywood so we suggest
thick CA is used instead here. The remaining balsa centre sheet for top of the wing
should be glued with thick CA to give time to apply and position the sheet.
You may have to make small adjustment to the length of the balsa sheet. The sheet is
precut to align with the servo tray so use this is your starting point.



AMMENDMENT TO STEP 7

Following feedback from one of our builders we have
added an extra doubler to the lower centre sheet. Our
customer said the sheet area was potential fragile
during final assembly of the plywood sub fin.
This part may need to be trimmed . Please send
feedback to deltarcmodels@gmail.com



Step 5: Cut through the 2 front spars and remove the areas shown in red using razor saw
or fine hacksaw blade.

Step 6: Another quick and simple step, score through the small tabs that hold the wing
building jigs to the underside of 2 of the main spars, remove the jigs and discard.
These jigs are no longer needed at any stage of the build.

Step 7: Bottom Sheeting, the bottom 1.5mm balsa sheet is made from 4 separate pieces
use thick CA to glue the sheet to both the main ribs and the 6 spars.

Step 8: Glue the 2 poplar ply wing tip cores into place. These should be carefully aligned
with the centre of the dowel LE and the 3mm trailing edge section. Laminate 2 of the 3mm
balsa wing tips on top and another 2 on the bottom of the ply tip cores.

refer to the G blink manual if
building this model



Step 8 cont: Shape the wing tips and sand to a nice smooth profile.

Step 9: “The Fiddly bit” Its really worth taking your time here. The magnetic hatch
catches are easily the most demanding part of the build, but get it right and the sound
of the battery hatch snapping shut is very rewarding. 4 off 8 x 1mm magnets are used
to hold the battery hatch into place. Glue a magnet using thick CA into each of the
poplar ply frames. The magnet should be sunk into the surface by 1mm. This is important
as the hatch will not sit flush otherwise! Glue the 2 completed hatch frames on the inside
of the plywood hatch frame as shown. The magnet should fully exposed ideally with a
1mm gap between the magents perimeter and the 1.5mm ply hatch frame.

Step 10: Assemble the hatch using the 2 ply rails. The slots in the Hatch itself are
offset so the rails that hold the hatch into the correct curvature cannot be fitted the
wrong way around. Positioning the 2 magnets on the hatch cover itself is an easy process
as long as you carefully follow the next simple steps. Drop a magnet into one of the
holders installed in step 9. Next apply a tiny drop of thick CA onto the centre of the magnet.
Apply too much and the hatch WILL stick! Carefully drop the hatch into place and allow
the thick CA to cure. Carefully lift the hatch away. the magnet should have bonded to the
hatch. Run thin CA around the edge of the magnet, and allow to fully cure.
Repeat the process for the 2nd magnet. If you attempt to do both together and have
used too much CA then the hatch WILL stick and be almost impossible to remove without
causing any damage.



Step 11: The 3mm Balsa elevons can be centre hinged with thin CA hinges.
We prefer to “top hinge” the elevons using the covering film. Equally top hinging the
elevons can be done after covering using a high quality waterproof transparent tape.
Shape the leading edge of the elevons to suit your hinging method. Trial fit the elevons
and trim if Rqd.

Step 12: Glue the 3 pieces of 2.5mm balsa together that make up the fin, and identify the
poplar ply sub fin. Trial fit these parts only.

Step 13: Ready to final sand, and cover. The good news is there really is very little
sanding to do at all, so take your time on the small amount there is. The fin only needs
rounding on the LE, the elevons do not require any shaping and can be left flat. Do not
be tempted to sand a radius on the trailing edge of the fin or elevons. This can induce
high speed flutter and result it airframe or control failure when using
higher powered setups. There is no special requirements for covering at all. If your
looking to keep the model as light as possible we recommend the use of Oralite
covering. Equally any of the budget priced covering films are suitable just remember the
brighter fluorescent colours are really heavy compared to standard solid colours.

The decal set on our demo model is available to purchase separately.



We will not cover radio installation in any detail on the manual.
The two shelves fitted in the early build stages allow safe locations for both esc
and receiver.

Setup:

CG: the Safe starting point for the CG is on the 3rd Spar from the
leading edge of the wing. Start here with the elvons set at 2mm up

Control Throws :

Elevator : Low rates 5mm up and down 30% Expo
High rates 7mm up and down 45% Expo

Ailerons : Low rate 5mm Up and down 30% Expo
High rate 8mm up and down 45% Expo

These are starting points only and should be adjusted to suit
pilots preference and abilit

Launching:

Hand launching the Blink is easy and safe. The model has a low stall speed.
Holding the front of the fin firmly the model should
be launched under arm with the nose held 20 to 30 degrees upwards.


